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Overall Learning Outcome of Digital
Storytelling 

After completing the 10-hour Digital
Storytelling workshop you will be
able to successfully assemble and
edit a 2–5-minute video with audio
and visuals to tell a compelling story
 



I would like you to find some photos about the subject
and send me a summary of your idea including the
visuals, this will give me the best idea of how to help you
with your digital story 

Create an account with canva.com the free online
graphic and video design and watch the two videos I
have created which are linked for easy access, on how to
use the basics of CANVA. The videos are a very simple
step-by-step process 

Before the workshop 
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Brainstorm your idea/and write a longer synopsis with
your message. 
Discuss how to take photos or videos/smartphone V
camera. 

Introduction to Canva, the online editor. 
Computer tutorial using some photos, audio and
music. 
Create a storyboard, as this helps decide what photos,
images and audio will be needed. 

The Workshop - INTRO 

        Step 1: 



Research and gather all the elements for your story by
using found footage, stock photos, images and audio.
(Pexels. for visuals. Mixkit for music and sound effects) 
Narrate the story and record it – take 1 
Decide which extra images are needed.

Step 2: 
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Step 3: 
Create a sequence on the Canva Editor timeline with audio - 
 narration and your visuals. Start to cut it up using simple
editing cuts and transitions to bring about dynamic
movements. 
Mix the visuals and audio and sounds 



Step 4: 
Finishing touches, credits and exporting the digital story
 If you prefer another type of editing software, please use
the one you are familiar with. 

(2 - 5 minutes is approx. 250 - 500 words) 
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